synopsis
Two strangers connect in the final minutes before an
asteroid impacts and destroys earth.
Seven Minutes to Closing is a story about how the need
for human connection, especially during traumatic
circumstances, overcomes the social and cultural
differences that otherwise keep people apart.
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director’s statement
In Seven Minutes to Closing, two strangers, from different cultures, meet in a liquor store minutes
before the world is about to be destroyed. Despite their different backgrounds, they find solace in
each other. Their story is about how human connection and love rises above tragic circumstances,
when we need it most.
As a filmmaker, I am a story lover and storyteller, through and through. Stories teach us about
ourselves, from the mundane to the extraordinary. In the case of Seven Minutes to Closing,
I knew this story had to be told because it includes both. Two people coping with an otherworldly event, while trying to find that last moment of peace and happiness. Despite the
looming, fatal threat that is the catalyst for their journey, this is a film about life and hope. In
the moments that matter, our instinctual need for love and connection brings us together,
forging bonds that rise above socialized bias. This is about overcoming loneliness. About real
people. Real emotions. Real connection.
Within my storytelling, I also feel it is important that these narratives reflect an array of
backgrounds and perspectives. Now more than ever, it’s important that film be a medium that
represents all audiences. I am blessed to live in Oakland, California, a city where people of
varying ethnicities, cultures and religions continually coexist. It’s not always perfect, but it’s a
wonderful, vibrate community because of its diversity. Many are not as fortunate as I, and are
not exposed to these different viewpoints. Film can help to fill that gap by exposing audiences
to different communities across the globe.
I believe that Seven Minutes to Closing is a story that everyone will be able to relate to. You
may even ask yourself – What would I do I in my final moments on earth?
- April Abeyta
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